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1Online Stochastic Optimization of Networked
Distributed Energy Resources
Xinyang Zhou, Emiliano Dall’Anese and Lijun Chen
Abstract— This paper investigates distributed control and in-
centive mechanisms to coordinate distributed energy resources
(DERs) with both continuous and discrete decision variables as
well as device dynamics in distribution grids. We formulate a
multi-period social welfare maximization problem, and based
on its convex relaxation propose a distributed stochastic dual
gradient algorithm for managing DERs. We further extend
it to an online realtime setting with time-varying operating
conditions, asynchronous updates by devices, and feedback being
leveraged to account for nonlinear power flows as well as reduce
communication overhead. The resulting algorithm provides a
general online stochastic optimization algorithm for coordinating
networked DERs with discrete power setpoints and dynamics to
meet operational and economic objectives and constraints. We
characterize the convergence of the algorithm analytically and
evaluate its performance numerically.
Index Terms— Discrete decision variables, real-time pricing,
asynchronous updates, stochastic dual algorithm, distribution
grids, time-varying optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power grids are experiencing an increasing flexibility in
control on both supply and demand sides thanks to grow-
ing penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) on
the distribution level, including roof-top photovoltaic (PV)
panels, electric vehicles (EV), smart batteries, thermostati-
cally controlled loads (TCLs, e.g., water heaters and air-
conditioners (A/Cs)), and other responsive loads, etc. While
these flexible or controllable devices can potentially provide
ancillary services for the grid [2], coordinating a large num-
ber of such devices with various dynamics and constraints
to achieve network-wide objectives such as voltage regula-
tion, frequency control, and economic efficiency is extremely
challenging. Moreover, unlike the traditional assets owned
by utility companies, the mass customer-owned devices are
not necessarily subject to the control of network operators
unless properly incentivized. This calls for the joint design of
distributed control and incentive/market mechanisms to bring
self-interested customers into the control loop so that network-
wide objectives and constraints can be achieved by inducing
the desired customer behaviors through proper incentives.
Indeed, there is a lot of effort on market-based control
algorithms for tapping and coordinating the customer-owned
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DERs; see, e.g., [3]–[6] for demand management, [7], [8]
for voltage regulation, and [9] for frequency regulation. In
particular, in [8] we consider a social welfare optimization
problem that captures the operational and economic objectives
of both network operator and customers as well as the voltage
constraints, and design an online optimization framework
based on a primal-dual gradient algorithm such that the
network operator and customers pursue the given operational
and economic objectives while concurrently ensuring that the
voltages are within the prescribed limits. There are, however,
a few important limitations with the existing work; notably,
discreteness in decision variables for certain devices such as
A/Cs and batteries is mostly ignored. Discrete decision vari-
ables make the problem non-convex, for which in general no
efficient algorithms exist. In this paper, we propose a practical
stochastic optimization approach to address the problem of
discrete decision variables.
Specifically, we formulate a general multi-period social
welfare maximization problem (minimum cost problem, in
terms of minimization) with both continuous and discrete
decision variables as well as device dynamics for managing
DERs, and introduce a convex relaxation of the problem by
replacing discrete feasible sets with their convex hulls. We
then propose a distributed stochastic algorithm that recovers
discrete decision variables randomly according to convex
combination coefficients from the dual gradient algorithm for
the relaxed problem. The resulting algorithm is distributed,
where the self-interested customers update their devices’
power setpoints based on local constraints and individual
cost functions for given incentive signals and the network
operator updates the incentive signals based on network-wide
operational constraints.
The convergence of the dual gradient method can be hard
to characterize, as the dual function may be non-smooth
and not strongly concave. The additional stochasticity of our
algorithm makes it more challenging. In literature diminishing
stepsizes are usually necessary for convergence (see, e.g., [1],
[10]–[13]), which may not be practical in, e.g., a real-time
and/or asynchronous setting. Nevertheless, we leverage recent
insights in the dual method to characterize the convergence of
the proposed stochastic dual algorithm with constant stepsizes.
To the best of our knowledge, this is a first convergence
characterization of its kind for the dual method applied in
power systems.
Notice that, due to the intermittent renewable generation
and the uncontrollable loads, the operating condition of power
grid may change at a fast timescale, which allows only a few
iterations of the above-mentioned algorithm. Moreover, differ-
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2ent DER devices may be featured with different timescales in
control; e.g., devices with continuous decision variables can
update power setpoints at relatively fast timescales, while those
with discrete decision variables may only be able to update at
relatively slow timescales. We therefore extend the proposed
stochastic dual algorithm to a practical online realtime setting
where 1) during each timeslot the algorithm can only run one
or a few iterations in order to track the time-varying “optimal”
operating point and 2) devices may update power setpoints
asynchronously at different times. Also notice that, while we
use a linearized power flow model to guide tractable algorithm
design, our realtime algorithm will leverage the measured
values of relevant electrical variables on the power system
to account for the nonlinear power flows as well as reduce
communication overhead. The resulting real-time feedback
receding horizon control (RHC) algorithm provides a general
online stochastic optimization algorithm for coordinating net-
worked DERs with discrete power setpoints and dynamics to
meet operational and economic objectives and constraints. We
further characterize its convergence analytically and evaluate
its performance numerically.
A. Related Work
We now briefly review some related work besides those
already mentioned in the above.
a) Discrete Decision Variables: Algorithms designed for
discrete decision variables in power systems roughly fall into
two categories: deterministic but usually generate suboptimal
solutions, see, e.g., [14], [15]; and stochastic but often lack
rigorous performance characterization, see, e.g., [16], [17].
Some of (centralized) deterministic algorithms, e.g., [18], rely
on (commercial) solvers which may not be scalable to very
large systems to meet the requirement of realtime control.
b) Controlling Devices with Dynamics: Controllable de-
vices with dynamics are usually handled in two ways: control
based on heuristic or engineering intuition, see, e.g., [19] that
controls TCLs based on temperature status; and optimization-
based control that can integrate specific objective functions
and constraints, see, e.g., [20] that considers device dynamics
but does not involve discrete variables, [21] that considers
device dynamics and discrete decision variables but employs
commercial solvers, [22], [23] that solve OPF over various
devices with dynamics but consider equality constraints only,
and [24], [25] that formulate mixed-integer linear programs
which cannot be applied to solving more general problems
with convex cost functions.
c) Market-Based/Demand-Response Design: Existing
literature on market-based and demand-response problem for-
mulation mostly focuses on demand/supply balancing, without
considering network structure, see, e.g., [3]–[6], [20], [21],
[26]. On the other hand, those that are network-cognizant often
require complex communication schemes and do not leverage
feedback to reduce communication, see, e.g., [27], [28].
d) Distributed Optimization and Control of Distribution
Grids: While our modeling framework and algorithm apply to
general operational constraints, one of the major applications
is distributed voltage regulation that has recently drawn con-
siderable research; see, e.g., [29]–[32]. Online optimization
with feedback control is also studied in, e.g., [33]–[36] to
deal with nonlinear power flow models. We also refer to
[37] and references therein for a recent survey on distributed
optimization and control of power systems.
e) Comparison with [8]: In [8] we have proposed a real-
time voltage regulation framework, based on a primal-dual
gradient algorithm. The present work significantly extends [8]
in the following aspects: 1) We consider a more general model
with a broader class of controllable assets, including DERs
with discrete decision variables and with temporally-correlated
constraints. We introduce a randomized step to efficiently cope
with discrete decision variables and a receding horizon control
(RHC) method to handle the multi-period setting. 2) We
employ a dual algorithm, which exhibits better convergence
property than the primal-dual gradient algorithm proposed in
[8]. 3) We consider and analyze a more realistic scenario where
the algorithmic updates are asynchronous. 4) The simulations
include a considerably larger number of DERs than [8] (768
devices v.s. 18 devices).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents power network model along with device models, and
formulates the social welfare optimization problem. Section III
presents convex relaxation and an offline distributed stochastic
dual algorithm for solving the problem. Section IV extends
the algorithm to a practical realtime setting with time-varying
operating conditions, asynchronous updates, and feedback.
Section V provides numerical examples to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the algorithm, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Network Model
Consider a distribution network with N `1 nodes collected
in the set N Y t0u, N :“ t1, ..., Nu, and distribution lines
represented by the set E . Let pti P R and qti P R denote
the aggregate net active and reactive power injections, respec-
tively, at node i P N at time t. Further, let yt be a vector
collecting certain electrical quantities of interest; for example,
voltage magnitudes at some selected nodes, current on some
lines, or power flows at the substation. The electrical quantities
collected in yt are related to pti and q
t
i via a nonlinear
relationship that follows from Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s Laws.
In this paper, we utilize the following approximate linear
relationship:
yt « yˆt “ Apt `Bqt ` c, (1)
where A,B and c are linearization parameters that can be
computed as shown in, e.g., [38], [39] and pertinent references
therein. It is worth pointing out that the linearized model (1) is
utilized to facilitate the design of computationally-light algo-
rithms that admit a real-time implementation. In Section IV,
we will show how to leverage appropriate measurements from
the distribution grid and DERs to cope with the inaccuracies
in the representation of the AC power flows and we will
establish appropriate convergence claims. As shown in [38],
[39], the linear model (1) can be built in the way to account
for an unbalanced system operation and for both wye and delta
connections.
3N Set of nodes, excluding node 0; N :“ t1, ..., Nu
E Set of distribution lines
Di Controllable DERs at node i
Dti Controllable DERs at node i that update setpoint at time t
pti,0, q
t
i,0 Non-controllable power injection of node i at time t
pti,d, q
t
i,d Power injection from DER d at node i at time t
Zti,d Feasible set of DERs d at node i
Zti Zti “
Ś
dPDi Zti,dZt Zt “ŚiPN Zti
zti z
t
i “ tpti,d, qti,dudPDi P Zti
zt zt “ tpti,d, qti,duiPNdPDi P Zt
xti,d Status of device d from node i at time t
xti x
t
i “ txti,dudPDi
xt xt “ txti,duiPNdPDi
pti, q
t
i Aggregated power injections of node i at time t,
pti “ pti,0 `
ř
dPDi p
t
i,d, q
t
i “ qti,0 `
ř
dPDi q
t
i,d
pt, qt pt :“ rpt1, . . . , ptN sJ, qt :“ rqt1, . . . , qtN sJ
yti , yˆ
t
i Actual and linearized system states of node i at time t
yt, yˆt yt :“ ryt1, . . . , ytN sJ, yˆt :“ ryˆt1, . . . , yˆtN sJ
αti, β
t
i Signal for real and reactive power of node i at time t
αt, βt αt :“ rαt1, . . . , αtN sJ, βt :“ rβt1, . . . , βtN sJ
Wwt Time window tt, t` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t` wu
A,B, c System states linearization parameters
I Identity matrix
1 Vector collecting all ones
TABLE I: Notation. For notational simplicity, we apply bold
symbols with superscript t to represent the stacked variables
within the w timeslots starting from time t, e.g., zt “
rpztqJ, . . . , pzt`wqJsJ. Similarly, functions denoted with a
bold letter are vector-valued function over w time steps. Extra
subscript t in online algorithm denotes the time instants when
the variables are updated. } ¨ }F denotes the Frobenius norm,
and } ¨ } without subscript denotes L2-norm.
B. Node & Device Models
At node i P N , assume that non-controllable devices and
controllable devices contribute to the aggregate net power
injections pti P R and qti P R. Denote by pti,0 and qti,0 the
overall active and reactive powers injected by all the non-
controllable devices at node i. On the other hand, a number
of controllable devices are collected in a set Di. Denote by
pti,d P R and qti,d P R the active and reactive power injections
of a controllable device d P Di at time t. It follows that the
powers at node i can be expressed as:
pti “ pti,0 `
ÿ
dPDi
pti,d, q
t
i “ qti,0 `
ÿ
dPDi
qti,d. (2)
Power injection/consumption zti,d :“ rpti,d, qti,dsJ of device
d at time t is constrained by the set Zti,d Ă R2 of available
power setpoints, i.e., zti,d P Zti,d. Denote by Wwt “ tt, t `
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t`wu the time window from time t up to time t`w,
and zti,d :“ rpzti,dqJ, . . . , pzt`wi,d qJsJ the power trajectory and
Zti,d the corresponding feasible set of device d within this time
window. We consider the following two types of controllable
devices.
Devices with convex sets: Devices with power injec-
tions/consumptions that can be chosen from a convex and
compact set. These devices are assumed to be fast responding,
in the sense that they regulate the power output to given
commands within seconds. We collect these devices in the set
DFi Ď Di. For example, the feasible region of a PV inverter
d P DFi has the following form:
Zti,d “
!
zti,d
ˇˇ
0 ď pti,d ď pav,ti,d , pt2i,d ` qt2i,d ď η2i,d
)
, (3)
where pav,ti,d denotes the available active power from a PV
system at time t (based on prevailing ambient conditions),
and ηi,d is the rated apparent capacity. In this case, we have
Zti,d “
Śt`w
τ“t Zτi,d, where
Ś
denotes Cartesian product.
Devices with discrete sets: Devices that admit a discrete set of
possible setpoints. Control actions of these devices are usually
implemented at a slower timescale. Collect these devices in
the set DSi Ď Di, and denote by Zti,d “Pi,d the set of power
setpoints of a device d P DSi ; i.e.,
zti,d P Pi,d. (4)
The devices may also feature states with given dynamics.
For a device d, let xti,d :“ rxti,d, . . . , xt`wi,d sJ collect the
states of the device from the current time t up to time t` w
(i.e., within the time window Wwt ). We postulate an affine
relationship between xti,d and z
t
i,d; i.e.,
xti,d “ f ti,dpzti,dq, (5)
where f ti,dpzti,dq :“ rf ti,dpzti,dq, . . . , f t`wi,d pzti,dqsJ, with each
fτi,dpzti,d, . . . , zτi,dq being an affine function of power injections
from t to τ for all τ P Wwt . This affine relation assumes
that the device dynamics are linear (or approximately linear)
with power injection vector. We will provide two illustrative
examples shortly. On the other hand, constraints on the state
are modeled via a general convex vector-valued function ψti,d:
ψti,dpxti,dq ď 0. (6)
By substituting (5) into (6), we obtain the following constraint:
ψti,dpf ti,dpzti,dqq ď 0. (7)
In this case, we have Zti,d “ tzti,d| zti,d P
Śt`w
τ“t Zτi,d & (7)u.
The set Zti,d is convex if d P DFi ; on the other hand, it is
discrete and non-convex if d P DSi .
In the following, we provide two examples.
a) For a heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
system d P DSi , let xti,d be the room temperature (i.e., the
state) to be controlled at time t. The dynamics (5) are, in this
case, in the form:
xt`mi,d “ T t`m0,i,d `
m´1ÿ
τ“0
p1´ ζ1qm´1´τζ2pt`τi,d . (8)
Here, T t`m0,i,d is a constant characterized as
T t`m0,i,d “ p1´ ζ1qmxti,d `
m´1ÿ
τ“0
p1´ ζ1qm´1´τζ2T t`τout,i,d, (9)
where T t`τout,i,d is the ambient temperature, and ζ1, ζ2 are
parameters specifying thermal characteristics of the HVAC and
its operating environment; see, e.g., [20]. The constraint (6)
can be
T ti,d ď xti,d ď T ti,d, (10)
which is to confine the room temperatures within a given
comfort range rT ti,d,T ti,ds. We assume that the HVAC system
can be turned on/off; that is,
pti,d P tponi,d, 0u, @t, (11)
4with working power rate poni,d ă 0. Then, the feasible set from
t to t` w is Zti,d “ tzti,d | (8)–(11)u.
b) For a battery d P DSi , xti,d represents its state of charge
(SOC) at time t. The dynamics (5) for the evolution of SOC
takes the form1
xt`mi,d “ xti,d `
m´1ÿ
τ“0
pt`τi,d , (12)
for m “ 1, . . . , w. The constraint (6) in this case takes the
following form:
Eti,d ď xti,d ď Eti,d, (13)
with an acceptable SOC range of rEti,d,Eti,ds. Further, a
discrete set of available charging rates can be written as:
pti,d P tpdis,1i,d , . . . , pdis,Mi,d , 0, pcha,1i,d , . . . , pcha,Ni,d u, @t, (14)
where a negative charging rate means discharging. The EV
battery’s feasible set from t to t ` w is then Zti,d “
tzti,d|(12)–(14)u.
C. Problem Formulation
We aim to design an algorithmic strategy where network
operator and the DER-owners pursue their own operational
goals and economic objectives, while concurrently achieving
global coordination to enforce engineering constraints. For
simplicity of exposition, consider the following notation:
Zti :“
ą
dPDi
Zti,d, Zt :“
ą
iPN
Zti,
zti “ tzti,dudPDi P Zti, zt “ tztiuiPN P Zt.
We now describe pertinent optimization problems that model
operational goals and constraints of network operator and
the DER-owners. For simplicity of exposition, we outline
the problem formulation under the presumption that one
customer/DER-owner is located at a node of the electrical
network; however, the proposed methodology is applicable to
the case where multiple customers are located at a node (this
is the case, for example, where multiple houses are connected
to the same distribution transformer).
1) Customer-Level Problem: Let αti “ rαti, . . . , αt`wi sJ P
Rw`1 and βti “ rβti , . . . , βt`wi sJ P Rw`1 be vectors collect-
ing “incentive signals” that are sent by the network operator
to customer i within the time window Wwt for real and
reactive power, respectively. Let xti :“ txti,dudPDi be a vector
collecting states of all devices of node i at time t, and
consider a cost function Cti pzti ,xtiq that captures well-defined
performance objectives of all devices at node i within the time
window Wwt . Since x
t
i is in fact a function of z
t
i , we will
henceforth write the cost as Cti pztiq. Notice further that the
cost function captures objectives over the time window Wwt ,
and it can be expanded as an additive form, e.g.,
Cti pztiq “
t`wÿ
τ“t
ÿ
dPDi
costτi,dpzτi,dq,
1Here we have assumed that the charging and discharging efficiencies are
1. We can deal with arbitrary battery efficiencies in the same way as in [40]
that approximates the losses using an extended model; however, for simplicity
of exposition, we consider an efficiency of 1.
where costτi,dpzτi,dq denotes the cost function for device d at
time τ .
The discrete nature of the control actions associated with
devices in the sets tDSiu would render pertinent optimization
problems nonconvex. Consider then utilizing the convex hull
of the set Pi,d of available power setpoints, defined as follows
[41]:
convpPi,dq :“! |Pi,d|ÿ
m“1
θmi,d ¨ pmi,d
ˇˇˇ
pmi,d P Pi,d, θmi,d ě 0,
|Pi,d|ÿ
m“1
θmi,d “ 1
)
,
where |Pi,d| denotes the cardinality of the set Pi,d. With a
slight abuse of notation, we next define
convpZti,dq :“
 
zti,d| (7) & zτi,d P convpPi,dq,
τ “ t, . . . , t` w( (15)
as the relaxed set of Zti,d. The relaxed set convpZti,dq is
convex and compact. Accordingly, consider the following
convex sets:
convpZtiq :“
ˆ ą
dPDFi
Zti,d
˙ąˆ ą
dPDSi
convpZti,dq
˙
,
and
convpZtq :“
ą
iPN
convpZtiq. (16)
While a convex hull of the set of available power setpoints is
utilized for the algorithmic design, a randomization strategy
will be leveraged to recover these available control actions
from convpZti,dq.
For given vectors pαti,βtiq, and for a given optimization
horizon of w ` 1 time slots, the following problem is solved
at node i at time t:
pPt1,iq min
zti
Cti pztiq ´
t`wÿ
τ“t
ÿ
dPDi
pατi pτi,d ` βτi qτi,dq, (17a)
s.t. zti P convpZtiq, (17b)
where the terms ατi p
τ
i,d and β
τ
i q
τ
i,d are utilized to enable
responsiveness to the network-level signals pαti,βtiq (which
can be interpreted as incentives or prices), and device-specific
states are naturally accounted for in constraint (17b). The
following assumption is imposed.
Assumption 1 Functions Cti pztiq for all i P N are strongly
convex in zti P convpZtiq; i.e., there exists some σc ą 0 such
that ∇2ziCti pztiq ě σcI . Moreover, the gradient of Cti pztiq with
respect to zti is Lipschitz continuous for any z
t
i P convpZtiq.
Remark 1 Assumption 1 is standard, and it is utilized here to
facilitate the derivation of the convergence results; see, e.g.,
[8], [34], [41], [42]. In practice, quadratic cost functions or
piece-wise quadratic cost functions are often used in the mar-
ket models. These functions satisfy Assumption 1. Moreover, if
the cost functions associated with some DERs are not strongly
convex, we can add a regularization term to obtain a strongly
convex cost.
Since (17a) is strongly convex and that the constraints are
convex, a unique solution zt˚i exists for given αti and βti ,
5represented as the following mapping:
zt˚i “ btipαti,βtiq. (18)
Given Assumption 1, function bti is usually continuous.
For example, bti is piece-wise linear if C
t
i pztiq is quadratic
and convpZtiq is a box constraint. Nevertheless, there is no
requirement on the continuity of bti. As will be seen in
Section III, solving for bti is not required by considering a
convex relaxation (which will turn out to be exact).
Remark 2 Notice that the relaxed set convpZti,dq defined in
Eq. (15) is not the convex hull of the non-convex set Zti,d.
Given a non-convex set (or non-convex constraints), there
may be different ways to convexify it. Different convexification
schemes may incur different computational and description
complexities (as well as result in different numerical sta-
bilities). In our convexification scheme, we only convexify
those non-convex constraints, i.e., Eq. (4). Such a scheme has
minimum complexity for our problem.
2) Social-Welfare Problem: Let gtpytq be an affine func-
tion of the electrical quantities of interest yt, and let the follow-
ing constraints capture network-level operational constraints at
time t:
gtpyˆtq ď 0 . (19)
By Eqs. (1)–(2), yˆt is affine in zt. For future de-
velopment, define the vector-valued function gtpztq :“
rgtpyˆtpztqqJ, . . . , gt`wpyˆt`wpzt`wqqJsJ within the time win-
dow Wwt , which is affine in z
t. Notice that the operational
constraints are usually “independent” in the sense that none of
them will subsume any other. We therefore have the following
assumption.
Assumption 2 Function gtpztq is an affine function of zt.
With Assumption 2 and the boundedness of the set
convpZtq, the Jacobian of gtpztq is bounded over convpZtq;
i.e., there exists some constant σg ą 0 such that
}∇zgtpztq}F ď σg, @zt P convpZtq, (20)
where } ¨ }F denotes the Frobenius norm.
With these definitions in place, the following optimization
problem is formulated to minimize the aggregate cost incurred
by the customers, subject to network constraints:
pPt2q min
ÿ
iPN
Cti pztiq (21a)
over zt, yˆt,αt,βt (21b)
s.t. pti “ pti,0`
ÿ
dPDi
pti,d, i P N , (21c)
qti “ qti,0`
ÿ
dPDi
qti,d, i P N , (21d)
yˆτ “ Apτ `Bqτ ` c, τ PWwt , (21e)
gtpyˆtq ď 0, (21f)
zti “ btipαti,βtiq, @i P N , (21g)
where constraint (21g) explicitly accounts for the solution of
the customer-level problem pPt1,iq. Notice that αt and βt are
optimization variables, and they are designed in a way that
customer responses (21g) do not lead to violation of network
constraints.
Unfortunately, constraint (21g) renders problem pPt2q non-
convex as it is usually not affine. Before outlining the solution
approach to address nonconvexity brought in by (21g) (see
Section III-A), we briefly explain how to recover discrete
control actions for the devices DSi next.
3) Recovering Device-Specific Feasible Power Setpoints:
For a device d P DSi with discrete power commands,2 the
solution pt˚i,d of the problem pPt1,iq may not be implementable,
since it is computed based on the convex hull of the discrete set
Pti,d. To recover a feasible command implementable at device
d at time t, notice that pt˚i,d P convpPti,dq can be written as a
convex combination
ř|Pti,d|
m“1 θmi,dptmi,d of certain points ptmi,d in
Pti,d, where θmi,d ě 0 are such that
ř|Pti,d|
m“1 θmi,d “ 1. Then, a
feasible power command ptmi,d P Pti,d can be randomly selected
with probability θmi,d.
As an illustrative example, assume that a device has two
feasible power commands denoted by pt1i,d and p
t2
i,d. It follows
that pt1i,d ď pt˚i,d ď pt2i,d. Then, we can select pt1i,d and pt2i,d with
the following two-point probability distribution:"
Probppti,d “ pt1i,dq “ ppt2i,d ´ pt˚i,dq{ppt2i,d ´ pt1i,dq
Probppti,d “ pt2i,dq “ ppt˚i,d ´ pt1i,dq{ppt2i,d ´ pt1i,dq . (22)
Remark 3 The above scheme to recover the device-specific
feasible power setpoints requires finding the convex com-
bination coefficients θmi,d. The complexity of finding these
coefficients is linear in the number of discrete setpoints in
Pti,d of device d, which is relatively small. Since the power
setpoint is a scalar for each device, a simple procedure to
find these coefficients is to identify the largest setpoint below
pt˚i,d and the smallest setpoint above p
t˚
i,d, and calculate the
coefficients corresponding to these two setpoints similar to
Eq. (22), and the coefficients corresponding to other setpoints
are zero. Notice that the set of convex combination coefficients
may not be unique.
III. DISTRIBUTED STOCHASTIC DUAL ALGORITHM
At time t, problem pPt2q naturally leads to a Stackelberg
game where: (i) αt and βt are calculated via pPt2q by the
network operator and broadcasted to all nodes i P N ; and,
(ii) each consumer computes the power set points zt˚i frompPt1,iq. By design, zt˚ is in fact an optimal point for pPt2q.
In the following, we first recall a result presented in our
prior work [8] to obtain an exact convex relaxation of pPt2q
regarding non-convex constraint (21g). Then, Section III-B and
Section III-D will present a new stochastic dual algorithm to
identify optimal points of pPt2q and to recover feasible power
commands for devices in tDSiu.
2Since we have a mix of DERs with discrete commands and continuous
commands, we use pti,d instead of z
t
i,d when considering recovered feasible
power setpoints. Similar arguments apply to the reactive power.
6A. Exact Convex Relaxation
Consider the following convex optimization problem:
pPt3q min
ÿ
iPN
Cti pztiq (23a)
over zt, yˆt (23b)
s.t. pti “ pti,0`
ÿ
dPDi
pti,d, i P N , (23c)
qti “ qti,0`
ÿ
dPDi
qti,d, i P N , (23d)
yˆτ “ Apτ `Bqτ ` c, τ PWwt , (23e)
gtpyˆtq ď 0, (23f)
zti P convpZtiq, i P N , (23g)
which is obtained from pPt2q by dropping the nonconvex con-
straint (21g) and instead adding the device-specific constraints
(23g). The following is assumed.
Assumption 3 Problem pPt3q is strictly feasible, i.e., it satis-
fies Slater’s condition at each time t.
Assumption 3 ensures that strong duality holds for pPt3q
[41]. Given the strong convexity of the cost function (23a)
in zt, a unique optimal solution exists for problem pPt3q.
Leveraging the results of [8], we can show that pPt3q together
with a particular choice of αt and βt lead to an exact convex
relaxation of pPt2q; i.e., the solution of pPt3q coincides with an
optimal solution of pPt2q. Specifically, substitute Eqs. (23c)–
(23e) into (23f), and denote by µτ the dual variable associated
with the constraints (23f) for a given τ . Let yˆt˚ be the optimal
solution of pPt3q, and denote the optimal dual variables
associated with (23f) as µτ˚ for time τ . Consider then the
following choice for αt and βt:
ατ˚ “ ´AJ∇yˆgτ pyˆτ˚qµτ˚, (24a)
βτ˚ “ ´BJ∇yˆgτ pyˆτ˚qµτ˚, (24b)
for all τ P Wwt . Then, Theorems 1–2 in [8] can be extended
to obtain the following result.
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1–3, it follows that
pαt˚,βt˚q defined by (24) are bounded. Moreover, the
solution of problem pPt3q along with pαt˚,βt˚q defined in
(24) is a globally optimal solution of the nonconvex problem
pPt2q.
Hereafter, we will refer to the globally optimal solutions of
pPt3q and pPt2q interchangeably, depending on the context. In
the next section, we will design a stochastic dual algorithm
for solving pPt3q in an offline or batch setting, and show how
to recover feasible commands for devices with discrete power
levels. Subsequently, we will develop an online stochastic dual
algorithm.
Remark 4 From a practical standpoint, αt and βt can be
interpreted as “incentive signals” or “prices” that the network
operator communicates to customers to ensure that engineer-
ing constraints in the network are satisfied. For example, when
yt collects voltage magnitudes and the function g is designed
to ensure voltage regulation, αt and βt can be understood as
prices of voltage violation.
B. Offline Stochastic Dual Algorithm
Consider the Lagrangian function associated with pPt3q:
Ltpzt,µtq “
ÿ
iPN
Cti pztiq ` µtJgtpztq, (25)
where µt is the vector of dual variables associated with the
network constraints (23f). The Lagrangian (25) is obtained by
substituting Eqs. (23c)–(23e) into (23f) and by keeping the
constraints (23g) implicit. To facilitate the design of online
algorithms that exhibit linear convergence, we consider the
following regularized Lagrangian function:
Ltpzt,µtq :“ Ltpzt,µtq ´ φ
2
}µt}2, (26)
where φ ą 0 is a predefined parameter [43]. Notice that
Ltpzt,µtq is strongly convex in zt and strongly concave in µt;
therefore, Ltpzt,µtq has a unique saddle point. On the other
had, the saddle point of Ltpzt,µtq does not coincide with
the primal-dual optimum of (25); it is, in fact, related to the
concept of approximate Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point. Bounds
on the distance between the saddle points of (25) and (26) (as
a function of φ) can be found in, e.g., [43].
Define the primal optimal solution at time t as for a given
dual µt:
zt˚ :“ arg min
zt
Ltpzt,µtq, (27a)
s.t. (23g), (27b)
and consider the following dual problem
max
µtě0
htpµtq (28)
where the dual function is defined as:
htpµtq “ Ltpzt˚,µtq. (29)
We then have the following result.
Lemma 1 (Theorem 2.1 of [44]) Under Assumptions 1–2,
the gradient of the dual function is given by ∇µhtpµtq “
gtpzt˚q´φµt. Furthermore, the gradient of the dual function
is Lipschitz continuous with constant σ2g{σc`φ, i.e.,
}∇µhtpµq ´∇µhtpµ˜q} ď pσ2g{σc`φq}µ´ µ˜} (30)
for any feasible µ and µ˜.
Using the results of Theorem 2.1 of [44], we augment a
dual gradient method for solving (28) with the a randomization
strategy to recover discrete power commands at each iteration.
The resultant stochastic dual gradient algorithm involves a
sequential execution of the following steps:
[S1] zt˚pk ` 1q “ arg min
zt
Ltpzt,µtpkqq, s.t. (23g), (31a)
[S2] For d P DSi , pick zti,dpk ` 1q P Zti,d randomly based on
zt˚i,dpk ` 1q using scheme described in Section II.C.1b,
[S3] Set zτi,dpk ` 1q “ zτ˚i,dpk ` 1q,@d P DSi , @τ ‰ t,
and zti,dpk ` 1q “ zt˚i,dpk ` 1q,@d P DFi , (31b)
[S4]µtpk ` 1q “ “µtpkq ` ε`gtpztpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq˘‰` ,(31c)
where r s` denotes the projection onto the nonnegative orthant,
and ε ą 0 is a given stepsize. Notice that (31b) recovers
feasible power commands only for the current time t (and
not for τ “ t ` 1, . . . , t ` w). Further, in step (31c),
7gtpztpk`1qq´φµtpkq is stochastic gradient of htpµtpkqq with
Er∇µhtpµtpkqqs “ gtpzt˚pk ` 1qq´φµtpkq (the gradient).
Let σh ą 0 be the strong concavity coefficient of htpµtq;
that is, for any feasible µ and µ˜, it holds that:`∇µhtpµq ´∇µhtpµ˜q˘Jpµ´ µ˜q ď ´σh}µ´ µ˜}2. (32)
Lemma 2 The following relationship holds for the strong
concavity parameter σh and the Lipschitz continuity parameter
σ2g{σc`φ:
σh ď σ2g{σc`φ. (33)
Proof: From (32) we have`´∇µhtpµq `∇µhtpµ˜q˘Jpµ´ µ˜q ě σh}µ´ µ˜}2.
On the other hand, the following holds:`´∇µhtpµq `∇µhtpµ˜q˘Jpµ´ µ˜q
ď ››´∇µhtpµq `∇µhtpµ˜q›› ¨ }µ´ µ˜}
ď pσ2g{σc`φq}µ´ µ˜} ¨ }µ´ µ˜}
with the second inequality from (30). This leads to (33).
C. Convergence Analysis
Let ∆ ą 0 be a given scalar such that the following holds
uniformly in time:
Var
`
gtpztq˘ :“ Er}gtpztq}2s ´ }gtpzt˚q}2 ď ∆, (34)
where the variance is taken with respect to the randomization
step (31b). In other words, Var
`
gtpztq˘ represent the variance
of the discrepancy between the constraint function evaluated
at the relaxed solution and at the randomized solution. Notice
that, given a system with a finite number of devices with finite
power commands, a finite ∆ always exists. See Appendix A
for an illustrative example of characterizing ∆ under the
probability distribution (22).
The following convergence result for the dual variables can
be stated.
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions 1–3, and with a stepsize ε
chosen such that
ε ă 2σh{pσ2g{σc ` φq2, (35)
the stochastic dual algorithm (31) converges as
lim
kÑ8Er}µ
tpkq ´ µt˚}2s “ ε∆
2σh ´ εpσ2g{σc ` φq2 . (36)
Proof: Let µt˚ be the vector of the unique optimal dual
variables. Then,
E
“}µtpk ` 1q ´ µt˚}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰
ďE“}µtpkq ` ε`gtpztpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq˘
´µt˚ ´ ε`gtpzt˚q´φµt˚˘}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰
“ }µtpkq ´ µt˚}2 ` ε2E“}gtpztpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq ´ gtpzt˚q
`φµt˚}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰` 2εpµtpkq ´ µt˚qJpgtpzt˚pk ` 1qq
´φµtpkq ´ gpzt˚q`φµt˚q
“ }µtpkq ´ µt˚}2 ` ε2E“}gtpztpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq ´ gtpzt˚q
`φµt˚}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰` 2εpµtpkq ´ µt˚qJp∇htpµtpkqq
´∇htpµt˚qq
ď }µtpkq ´ µt˚}2 ` ε2E“}gtpztpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq ´ gtpzt˚q
`φµt˚}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰´ 2εσh}µtpkq ´ µt˚}2,
where the first inequality follows from the non-expansiveness
property of the projection operator; the first equality is due to
the fact that gt is linear and it accounts for the recovery of
discrete solutions; the second equality follows from Lemma 1;
and the last inequality is due to the strong concavity of htpµtq.
Notice that
E
“}gtpztpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq ´ gtpzt˚q`φµt˚}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰
“ V ar`gtpztpk ` 1qqˇˇµtpkq˘
`}gtpzt˚pk ` 1qq´φµtpkq ´ gtpzt˚q`φµt˚}2
ď ∆` }∇htpµtpkqq ´∇htpµt˚q}2
ď ∆` pσ2g{σc ` φq2}µtpkq ´ µt˚}2,
where the last inequality is due to the Lipschitz continuity of
∇htpµtq. We then obtain the following inequality:
E
“}µtpk ` 1q ´ µt˚}2 ˇˇµtpkq‰
ď p1` ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhq}µtpkq ´ µt˚}2 ` ε2∆ .
By taking the total expectation on both sides and by recursively
computing the steps above, we obtain:
E
“}µtpk ` 1q ´ µt˚}2‰
ď p1` ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhqkE
“}µtp1q ´ µt˚}2‰
`ε2∆1´ p1` ε
2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhqk
2εσh ´ ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 .
Note that (33) always guarantees that the term p1 `
ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhq is nonnegative. Then with ε chosen
as in (35), the result (36) follows.
Notice that (35) allows to select a stepsize  ą 0 that is
“small enough” to satisfy the converge requirement. Mean-
while, the value of (36) is decreasing in , approaching zero
if  Ñ 0. Therefore, we can choose appropriate  to satisfy
certain desired accuracy. It is also worth pointing out that when
∆ “ 0 (i.e., no devices with discrete power commands are
present), the right-hand-side of (36) goes to zero, correspond-
ing to (31) reducing to the standard dual gradient algorithm
when no discrete variables are present.
Corollary 1 When DSi “ H for all i P N (i.e., there are no
discrete optimization variables), and under Assumptions 1–3,
if the stepsize ε satisfies (35), then (31) converges to the exact
saddle point of (26) asymptotically; i.e.,
limkÑ8 }µtpkq ´ µt˚}2 “ 0 (37)
limkÑ8 }ztpkq ´ zt˚}2 “ 0 . (38)
Remark 5 Notice that the power setpoints from our stochastic
dual algorithm may violate the network-level constraint (19)
or the device-level constraint (7). In addressing the non-
convexity brought in by the discrete devices, we trade possible
violation of certain constraints for low computational com-
plexity. In practice, small and/or temporary violation of certain
constraints is expected and normal. Moreover, when there is
large penetration of volatile renewable generation, it is more
appropriate to have statistical guarantee that ensures that the
probability of constraint violation is small enough. Although
8design for statistical performance guarantee is beyond the
scope of this paper, for illustrative purpose in the Appendix
we have characterized the bound on the variance of the
network-level constraint function gtpztq due to the randomized
decisions of discrete devices, as well as bounds on probability
of voltage deviation, based on which we can choose tighter
voltage bounds for the algorithm to ensure the probability of
voltage violation with respect to original voltage bounds is
below the specified value. The device-level constraints such as
temperature constraints of HVAC can be analyzed in similar
way.
We next present a distributed implementation of the pro-
posed method, along with a receding horizon optimization
strategy.
D. Distributed Implementation and Receding Horizon Opti-
mization
The stochastic dual algorithm (31) can be implemented in
a distributed fashion by leveraging the decomposability of the
Lagrangian function. Specifically, step (31a) is decomposable
on a per-node basis, where each customer/node i can update
the power commands of the devices Di once the vectors
pαt,βtq are received. On the other hand, the dual step is
performed by a network operator. The overall distributed
algorithm is tabulated as Algorithm 1.
Problem pPt3q is a multi-period problem. To optimize the
operation of both network and devices, problem pPt3q can be
embedded into a receding horizon control (RHC) strategy [45]
where:
(i) at time t, the temporal window of w time slots Tk :“
ttk, tk`1, . . . , tk`wu is considered, and the offline Algorithm 1
is utilized to solve pPt3q to convergence;
(ii) the solution tzt˚i,du corresponding to the first slot t is
implemented;
(iii) the temporal window is shifted of one time slot Tk Ñ
Tk`1; and,
(iv) once the window is shifted, point (i) is repeated.
This strategy is consistent with traditional RHC methods.
However, the premises here are that:
‚ Each time slot is “long enough” to allow the offline Algo-
rithm 1 to converge to the solution of pPt3q;
‚ Within each time slot, the problem inputs are not changing;
i.e., prevailing ambient and operational conditions are invariant
over a time slot.
In the following section, we will present an online algorithm
that can cope with cases where prevailing ambient and oper-
ational conditions vary fast, and they lead to problem inputs
that change even within an iteration (or a few iterations) of
the Algorithm 1. The resultant algorithm can be interpreted
as a real-time RHC strategy where the temporal window is
shifted every iteration of the online algorithm (with the shift
being determined by the computational time of the algorithmic
steps).
Remark 6 Since the paper primarily focuses on the design
and analysis of Algorithm 1 and its online counterpart pre-
sented in Section IV, errors in the forecasting of problem inputs
(such as maximum available PV generation, uncontrollable
loads, etc) are not considered in the paper. On the other hand,
the proposed framework could be equally applicable to robust
or chance-constrained counterparts of pPt3q, so long as the
optimization problem is convex.
Algorithm 1 Offline Distributed Algorithm
At time t,
repeat
[S1] Node i measure the state xti.
[S2] Given pαtipkq,βtipkqq, node i computes zt˚pk ` 1q
by solving pPt1,iq, and recovers feasible power set points
ztpk ` 1q for d P DSi via randomization.
[S3] Node i updates ptipk ` 1q and qtipk ` 1q based on
(2) and sends the results to the network operator.
[S4] Network operator calculates system states for τ P
Wwt as:
yˆτ pk ` 1q “ Apτ pk ` 1q `Bqτ pk ` 1q ` c.
[S5] Network operator updates dual variables as:
µtpk ` 1q “ “µtpkq ` ε`gtpyˆtpk ` 1qq´φµtpkq˘‰`.
[S6] Network operator computes the following quantities
for τ PWwt :
ατ pk ` 1q “ ´AJ∇Jˆy gτ pyˆτ pk ` 1qqµτ pk ` 1q,
βτ pk ` 1q “ ´BJ∇Jˆy gτ pyˆτ pk ` 1qqµτ pk ` 1q,
and sends them to the nodes.
until meeting stopping criterion (e.g., }µtpk`1q´µtpkq} ď
δ for some small δ ą 0.)
IV. ONLINE AND ASYNCHRONOUS OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we address the case where computational
and communication constraints may render infeasible the dis-
tributed solution of pPt3q—and, hence, pPt2q—to convergence
(i.e., offline solution) at a timescale that is consistent with
the variability of the underlying ambient and operational
conditions. We consider a situation with:
(i) Real-time implementation: power setpoints are imple-
mented whenever they are updated numerically.
(ii) Asynchronous computation: power setpoints for devices
in the set DFi (with continuous decision variables) are updated
every iteration of the algorithm (e.g., every second or a few
seconds); on the other hand, the setpoints of device DSi (with
discrete decision variables) are updated at a slower time scale
(depending on, e.g., the availability of the device). This leads
to an asynchronous control algorithm, where different devices
are controlled at different timescales.
(iii) The temporal window of the multi-period problem is
advanced at each iteration (or every few iterations, depending
on particular implementations) of the algorithm.
(iv) The resultant online algorithm will leverage feedback
(see also [8], [34]), to substitute the linearized model (1) with
measurements of yˆt for the first timeslot of the optimization
9Fig. 1: Illustration of the online asynchronous algorithm.
window. This accounts for the nonlinear power flows and also
helps reduce communication and computation overhead.
A. Online Asynchronous Algorithm
Let Ti,d :“ tt1i,d, t2i,d, . . .u denote the set of time indexes
where the device d of node i updates the local variables. Let
|Ti,d| denote the cardinality of Ti,d. Let Dti Ă Di be the subset
of devices that update power setpoints at time t, and let Dt “Ť
iPN Dti . The quantities tzti,dudRDt are treated as constants
at time t; thus, define a “reduced” Lagrangian as
Ltr
`tzti,dudPDt ,µtr˘ :“ Lt`tzti,dudPDt ,µt ˇˇtzti,dudRDt˘, (39)
and define its corresponding “reduced” dual function as:
htrpµtrq :“ mintzti,dudPDt
Ltr
`tzti,dudPDt ,µtr˘, (40)
whose unique optimal solution is:
µtr˚ :“ arg max
µtrě0
htrpµtrq. (41)
Based on the definitions above, we propose the online asyn-
chronous algorithm tabulated as Algorithm 2. Notice that we
have included an additional subscript to denote the time when
decision variables are calculated; e.g., µt`1r,t is the dual vector
for the reduced Lagrangian from t`1 to t`w`1 calculated at
time t. We also recall that in Algorithm 2, only one iteration is
carried out at time t, and then the temporal window is shifted
from t to t` 1.
B. Performance Analysis
To analyze the performance of Algorithm 2, the following
assumptions are made.
Assumption 4 There exists some constant e ą 0 such that the
variation of the optimal µr˚ of pPt3q over any two consecutive
timeslots is bounded as
}µt`1˚r ´ µtr˚ }2 ď e, @t. (42)
This is a standard assumption in the domain of time-varying
optimization [34], [46] to characterize the variability of opti-
mal solutions from the current timeslot to the next (and, hence,
the variability of problem inputs).
Let yˆt :“ ryˆtJ, yˆt`1J, . . . , yˆt`wJsJ, and yt :“
rytJ, yˆt`1J, . . . , yˆt`wJsJ, where the first element of the vec-
tor yˆt is measured from the grid. We next assume bounded
error due to the linearization of power flow equations.
Algorithm 2 Online Asynchronous Algorithm
At time t,
[S1] Node i updates measures xti,t.
[S2] Given pαti,t´1,βti,t´1q, Node i sets zti,d,t “
zt´1i,d,t´1, @d R Dti , and solves pPt1,iq over tzti,d,tudPDti
to get the solution tzt˚i,d,tudPDti . Recover and implement
discrete power set points for DSi via randomization, with
Erzti,d,ts “ zt˚i,d,t.
[S3] Node i calculates future aggregated power
pzt`1˚i,t , . . . , zt`w˚i,t q based on (2), and sends the result to
network operator.
[S4] Network operator measures the current states ytt , and
estimates the future states yˆτt for τ PWwt by
yˆτt “ Apτ˚t `Bqτ˚t ` c.
[S5] Network operator updates the dual variables for t` 1
with measured states by
µt`1r,t “
“
µtr,t´1 ` ε
`
gtpyttq´φµtr,t´1
˘‰
`.
and updates the dual variables for τ “ t`1, . . . , t`w with
predicted states by
µτ`1r,t “
“
µτr,t´1 ` ε
`
gτ pyˆτt q´φµτr,t´1
˘‰
`.
[S6] Network operator updates signals for t` 1 by
αt`1t “ ´AJ∇Jˆy gtpyttqµt`1r,t , βt`1t “ ´BJ∇Jˆy gtpyttqµt`1r,t ,
and those for τ “ t` 1, . . . , t` w by
ατ`1t “´AJ∇Jˆy gτ pyˆτt qµτ`1r,t , βτ`1t “´BJ∇Jˆy gτ pyˆτt qµτ`1r,t ,
and sends the results pαt`1i,t ,βt`1i,t q to node i.
[S7] Shift temporal window from t to t`1, and go to [S1].
Assumption 5 Given any feasible power injection zt, there
exists a constant ρ ą 0 such that
}gtpytpztqq ´ gtpyˆtpztqq}2 ď ρ. (43)
Remark 7 Notice that gt is a continuous function. Assump-
tion 5 is equivalent to assuming a bounded discrepancy
between the nonlinear power flow model and its linear ap-
proximation (1), which always holds given bounded power
injections zt and the fact that both yt and yˆt are continuous
functions of zt with bounded derivatives (see, e.g., [47]).
Moreover, as the linearized power flow model (1) is an
accurate approximation under normal operating condition, the
bound ρ is expected to be small; see, e.g., [38], [39], [48].
Then, the following convergence result can be stated.
Theorem 3 Under Assumptions 1–5, and given a stepsize ε
chosen to satisfy (35), Algorithm 2 converges as
lim sup
tÑ8
E
“}µt`1r,t ´ µt`1˚r }2‰ “ ε2∆` ε2ρ` e2εσh ´ ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 . (44)
Proof: Denote by µt`1t,r the dual produced by Algorithm 2
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at time t and µt`1˚r the optimal dual solution. We have
E
“}µt`1t,r ´ µt`1˚r }2‰
ďE“}µtr,t´1 ` εgtpyˆtt´1q ` εgtpytt´1q ´ εgtpyˆtt´1q
´φµtr,t´1 ´ µtr˚ ` µtr˚ ´ µt`1˚r }2
‰
(45)
ďE“}µtr,t´1`εgtpyˆtt´1q´φµtr,t´1 ´ µtr˚ }2`}µtr˚ ´µt`1˚r }2
`}εgtpytt´1pztt´1qq ´ εgtpyˆtt´1pztt´1qq}2
‰
ďE“}µtr,t´1 ` εgtpztt´1q´φµtr,t´1 ´ µtr˚ ´ εgtpz˚q
`φµtr˚ }2
‰` e` ε2ρ,
where the last inequality is due to (42)–(43). Similar to the
techniques in the proof of Theorem 2, by using Lemma 1 and
the strong concavity of the dual function (which still hold for
the reduced dual function), and recalling that ∆ is the upper
bound on the variance V arpgtpztqq, we get:
E
“}µt`1r,t ´ µt`1˚r }2‰
ď p1` ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhqE
“}µtr,t´1 ´ µtr˚ }2‰
`ε2∆` ε2ρ` e (46)
ď p1` ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhqtE
“}µ1r,0 ´ µ1˚r }2‰
`pε2∆` ε2ρ` eq1` p1` ε
2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ´ 2εσhqt
2εσh ´ ε2pσ2g{σc ` φq2 ,
where the last inequality is obtained by recursively applying
the steps from (45)–(46).
Selecting the stepsize ε in a way to satisfy (35), and letting
tÑ8, the main result (44) follows.
The bound (44) provides a characterization of the discrep-
ancy between the optimal dual variable and the dual variable
generated by the online algorithm. The asymptotic bound de-
pends on the underlying dynamics of the optimization problem
through e and on the measurement errors and linearization
errors through ρ. The result (44) can also be interpreted as
input-to-state stability, where the trajectory of the optimal dual
variables is taken as a reference.
The result (44) also suggests ways to improve the perfor-
mance of Algorithm 2 in terms of tracking. For example, apply
reasonably small stepsize ; more frequent updates leads to
smaller e; finer control granularity for discrete devices leads
to a smaller ∆.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
A. Simulation Setup
We consider the IEEE 37-node test feeder shown in Fig. 2.
We modify the network by considering the phase “c” of
the original system and replacing the loads specified in the
original dataset with the real load data measured from feeders
in Anatolia, California during a week of August 2012 [49].
The data have a granularity of 1 second, and represent the
loading of secondary transformers. Line impedances, shunt
admittances as well as active and reactive loads are adopted
from the respective data set. We install one PV systems at each
of the following 18 nodes: 4, 7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36, with their generation profiles
simulated based on the real solar irradiance data available
in [49]. The ratings of these inverters are 100 kVA for i “ 3,
350 kVA for i “ 33, 34, 300 kVA for i “ 35, 36, and 200 kVA
for the remaining inverters. For illustrative purpose, we show
in Fig. 3 the loads realization as well as the available real
power from a PV system, where large and fast fluctuation can
be observed. We then install 15 A/Cs and 15 batteries at each
of the following 25 nodes: 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35 and 36,
totaling 375 A/Cs and 375 batteries. The detailed simulation
modeling of PV inverters, A/Cs, and batteries are described as
follows.
PV inverters: The PV inverters’ objective functions are set
uniformly to
Cti,dppti,d, qti,dq “ cpppav,ti,d ´ pti,dq2 ` cqqt2i,d, (47)
with positive constant cp and cq , in an effort to minimize the
amount of real power curtailed from the available power pav,ti,d
based on irradiance conditions at time t, and the amount of
reactive power injected or absorbed. PV inverters are set to be
updated every 1 second within a convex feasible set as (3).
A/Cs: We set a uniform cost function for all A/Cs as
Ci,dpT ti,dq “ ct}T ti,d ´ 1 ¨ T nomi,d }2, (48)
where ct is positive constant, T nomi,d is a preferred room tem-
perture set at 75˝F, and the future room temperature and con-
straints are modeled according to (8)–(10) with ζ1 uniformly
set to 0.1, and ζ2 randomly picked from r´0.0009,´0.0011s.
The acceptable ranges of room temperatures are set to
r70˝F, 80˝Fs. Each A/C updates every 15 minutes with two
possible power status: 4 kW (on) and 0 (off).
Batteries: We set a uniform cost function for batteries as
Ci,dpSti,dq “ cb}Sti,d ´ 1 ¨ Snomi,d }2, (49)
where cb is a positive constant, Snomi,d is a preferred battery state
of charge set to 0.5 for all batteries for illustrative purpose,
and the battery dynamics and constraints are modeled as (12)–
(13), with the (normalized) SOC bounds set to r0.2, 0.8s
uniformly for simplicity.3 For each battery, we set a uniform
capacity of 20 kWh corresponding to a (normalized) SOC of 1,
a uniform charging rate of 4 kW, and a fixed discharging rate
randomly picked between -3.6 kW and -4.4 kW. Therefore,
charging a battery for 15 min increases its SOC by 0.05
while discharging it for 15 min decreases its SOC by some
value between 0.045 and 0.055 depending on the randomly
selected discharging rate. Each battery updates power status
of charging/off/discharging every 15 minutes.
Network Operator: The operational constraints gtpyˆtq ď 0
are set to voltage regulation:
vi ď vˆti ď vi, (50)
with voltage upper and lower bounds vi and vi set to 1.05 p.u.
and 0.95 p.u. respectively for all i P N . We further en-
force robust design by implementing tighter voltage bounds
of v1i “ 1.04 p.u. and v1i “ 0.96 p.u.; see Appendix B
for detailed discussion for robust voltage regulation design.
Network operator collects voltage magnitudes from all nodes,
3Here, this battery model is simplified for better illustrating battery’s
response towards signals. In practice, we can apply objective function to avoid
frequent switch between charging and discharging, deep charge/discharge that
can damage battery, etc., and the constraints can involve charging deadline,
e.g., charge the EV battery with at least 90% SOC by 8 am.
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Fig. 2: Modified IEEE 37-node feeder. The boxes represent
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Fig. 3: Profiles of loads and power available from the PV
systems. The average load profile is marked in blue.
updates dual variables with a constant stepsize, and calculates
incentive signals every second. Notice that we have used very
small regularization parameter φ ą 0 as well as φ “ 0, and
there is no distinguishable difference between the two. All the
results reported below are for the case with φ “ 0.
The time window is one hour ahead. At any time t, we have
Wwt “ tt, t ` 15 minutes, t ` 30 minutes, t ` 45 minutesu.
The randomization step is performed based on (22), since the
feasible operational points of both A/Cs and batteries are in
one dimension.
For the rest of this section, we will focus on illustrating per-
formance of online asynchronous algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 2.
We refer to numerical results in [1] for numerical examples
of stability analysis for offline algorithm.
B. Online Asynchronous Distributed Algorithm
We implement Algorithm 2 to coordinate network operator
and customers to achieve operational and economic goals,4 and
examine individual and aggregate behaviors of the controllable
devices. The asynchrony is simplified as follows: At the begin-
ning of each minute, one-fifteenth (i.e., 25/375) of the A/Cs
and batteries update their setpoints while the rest maintain
the previous decisions. Therefore, every 15 minutes, all these
devices complete one round of updates. In practice, more
asynchronous updates are expected, which usually leads to
4 While there are existing solvers for convex optimization problems such
as YALMIP, CPLEX, and GAMS [50]–[52], in simulations we implement the
standard primal-dual gradient algorithm to solve problem Pt1,i in step [S2]
of Algorithm 2.
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better and smoother results. The simulation is for a period of
time from 4:30 am to 6:15 pm (49500 seconds), and conducted
on a laptop with Intel Core i7-7600U CPU @ 2.80GHz 2.90
GHz, 8.00GB RAM, running MatLab R2018a on Windows 10
Enterprise Version. The update frequency for the continuous
devices is 1 iteration per second. The total computing time
and the average per-iteration computing time are 1150 seconds
(ă 20 minutes) and about 0.02 second, respectively.
1) Dynamics of Individual Device: We first zoom in to
examine individual controllable devices.
PV inverter: We select an arbitrary PV inverter and plot its
power output in Fig. 4. Positive real power curtailment and
negative reactive power injection can be observed in response
to the signal that incentivizes negative power injection.
A/C: We select an arbitrary house from an arbitrary node
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and plot its inside temperature. As shown in Fig. 5, the room
temperature is controlled within the acceptable range.
Battery: We select an arbitrary battery and plot its SOC
along with its power setpoint in Fig. 6. The selected battery
has a discharging rate of -3.85 kW. Here, battery power status
“Cha.”, “Off”, and “Dis.” displayed on the right y-axis means
charging, off, and discharging with 4 kW, 0 kW and -3.85 kW,
respectively. We observe an SOC near 0.5 but deviating due
to the response to incentive signal, which we will further
illustrate later.
2) Aggregated Behavior: We zoom out to examine the
aggregated behavior of hundreds of discrete devices.
As shown in Fig. 7, the temperatures of all 375 houses
with A/Cs are controlled within the acceptable temperature
range, with an average temperature around the preferred value
of 75˝F. Tighter temperature bounds can be achieved by
finer control granularity and more frequent control. It is
also expected that larger window size may provide better
temperature control by considering future temperatures of a
longer time horizon, as shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 8 shows the SOCs of all 375 batteries, together with
exemplifying incentive signals for real power at 3 of nodes
(see Eq. (24)). One can observe that batteries are incentivized
to charge more during the middle of the day with average SOC
higher than the preferred one.
3) Voltage Regulation: Lastly, we plot the voltage in Fig. 9.
Due to coordinated efforts of all controllable devices, the
voltage magnitude is brought within the original 1.05 p.u.
upper bound, compared with uncontrolled one. Meanwhile,
we have observed voltage above the enforced 1.04 p.u. upper
bounds. This is mainly due to two reasons: i) the randomly
realized power injections cause random fluctuation in voltages,
and ii) the online algorithm may not enforce feasibility at
each update. Nevertheless, the robust design guarantees that
the original constraints are satisfied by large margin.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a distributed stochastic dual algorithm
for managing DERs with both continuous and discrete deci-
sion variables as well as device dynamics, and extended it
to the practical realtime setting with time-varying operating
conditions, asynchronous updates by devices, and feedback
being leveraged to account for nonlinear power flows as well
as reduce communication overhead. The resulting algorithm
provides a general online stochastic optimization algorithm
for coordinating networked DERs to meet operational and
economic objectives and constraints. We characterize the
convergence of the algorithm analytically and evaluate its
performance numerically.
As further work, we will exploit the tree structure of the
distribution system and explore efficient data structure for
practical implementation of the proposed algorithm, with the
goal of achieving seconds or sub-second computation time to
meet the real-time control requirement for large distribution
systems with up to one hundred thousands nodes/devices.
We will also investigate further robust design with statistical
performance guarantee, as well as apply the proposed stochas-
tic optimization approach to the design and control of other
Fig. 7: Temperatures of 375 households under control by A/Cs.
Fig. 8: SOCs of 375 batteries under control and signals.
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networked systems such as those in communication networks
that involve discrete decision variables.
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APPENDIX
A. Characterization of ∆ in (34)
This part characterizes the bound ∆ of Var
`
gtpztq˘ de-
fined in (34). For illustrative purpose, we only consider the
two-point probability distribution in (22) for all discrete de-
vices; extensions can be made in a straightforward way for
more general probability distribution. Because the randomized
step only takes place for the current time t, we have that
Var
`
gtpztq˘ “ Var`gtpztq˘. For notational simplicity, we use
gtpztq “ Rtzt ` gt0 with Rt P RMˆN and a constant vector
gt0. Then the variance can be written as:
Varpgtpztqq
“ Er}gtpztq ´ gtpzt˚q}2s ´ }Ergtpztq ´ gtpzt˚qs}2
“ E
” Mÿ
i“1
´ ÿ
jPN
Rtijpztj ´ zt˚j q
¯2ı
ď
Mÿ
i“1
´ ÿ
jPN
Rt2ij ¨ E
“ ÿ
jPN
pztj ´ zt˚j q2
‰¯
ď
Mÿ
i“1
´ ÿ
jPN
Rt2ij ¨
ÿ
jPN
ÿ
dPDSj
E
“pztj,d ´ zt˚j,dq2‰¯r´3pt
“
Mÿ
i“1
´ ÿ
jPN
Rt2ij ¨
ÿ
jPN
ÿ
dPDSj
pp˚j,d ´ pj,dqppj,d ´ p˚j,dq
¯
ď
Mÿ
i“1
´ ÿ
jPN
Rt2ij ¨
ÿ
jPN
ÿ
dPDSj
ppj,d ´ pj,dq2{4
¯
ď M ¨ |DS | ¨ }Rt}2F ¨max
j,d
ppj,d ´ pj,dq2{4, (51)
where we apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the first in-
equality, Jensen’s inequality in the second, and the second
equality is based on the probability distribution (22) with real
power only.
Indeed, (51) can serve as a bound for ∆, which is increasing
with the number of discrete devices |DS | and the control
“granularity” of the device pj,d ´ pj,d.
B. Robust Design for Voltage Regulation
With our proposed stochastic algorithm, the operational
constraints such as voltage-regulation constraints may possibly
be violated. Using the voltage-regulation as an illustrative
example, we now discuss the problem of robust design that
ensures that the probability of voltage violation is below
certain specified value.
Specifically, we consider the voltage constraint vi ď vi ď
vi, and study the design of tighter bounds v1i, v1i with vi ă
v1i ď vi ď v1i ă vi such that the voltages are within rvi, vis
with large enough probability under the proposed algorithm.
Proposition 1 Given δ ą 0, if the voltage upper and lower
bounds are set as: v1i ď vi ´ δ and v1i ě vi ` δ, then
Probpvi ě viq ď Varpviq{2δ2, (52a)
Probpvi ď viq ď Varpviq{2δ2. (52b)
Proof: Let v˜i “ Ervis. By Chebyshev’s inequality [53],
given δ ą 0, we have
Probp|vi ´ v˜i| ě δq ď Varpviq
δ2
.
Consider first the upper bound. Choose a “robust” bound
v1i ď vi ´ δ, and we have v˜i ď v1i. The probability of voltage
violation is as follows:
Probpvi ě viq “ Probpvi ´ v˜i ě vi ´ v˜iq
ď Probpvi ´ v˜i ě vi ´ v1iq ď Probpvi ´ v˜i ě δq
“ 1
2
¨ Probp|vi ´ v˜i| ě δq ď Varpviq
2δ2
.
The lower bound can be handled similarly. This concludes
the proof.
By (51)–(52), we compute the robust voltage bounds for the
simulated scenario in Section V. We get v1i “ 0.965 p.u., v1i “
1.035 p.u. with Varpviq{δ2 ď 5%, given the voltage regulation
bounds vi “ 0.95 p.u., v1i “ 1.05 p.u. In other words, we
expect less than 5% chance of voltage violation if we use the
tighter bounds in the proposed algorithm.
Notice that (51)–(52) provide a conservative estimate, and
the actual probability of voltage violation may be much
smaller.
